
Rubrics Sizes
Rubrics are used in any assessment activities such as in school presentations, student
performances, training, and other activities, hence details like the rubric size must be
considered. Like any other assessment tool, rubrics can also be used using various sizes
and every size will instantly affect the overall use and quality of this material.

Rubric Sizes Standard

Letter Size

The standard size for rubrics is Letter size at 8.5 inches wide × 11 inches high. The Letter
size is a common dimension among all documents, this size is enough to cover the whole
elements needed in a rubrics, and is just the right size for either landscape or portrait layout.



A4 Size

Another common document paper size that is used internationally is A4 or 8.3 inches wide
× 11.7 high. This paper size is also among the standard sizes for rubrics because its extra
inches fit well with the other essential parts of the rubrics.

Rubric Sizes for Print

Although there are easy options online, a printed document makes a lot of difference, in this
case, a printed rubric is more efficient and easier to use. Since rubric is an assessment tool,
a printed copy following the standard size of either a US Letter of 8.5 inches wide × 11
inches high or A4 at 8.3 inches wide × 11.7 high is better to use because all that you have
to do is read the criteria and mark the level of performance.



Rubric Sizes for MS Word

For MS Word, the default size is Letter at 8.5 inches wide × 11 inches high, however, MS
Word also offers various paper sizes like Tabloid, Legal, A4, A5, Executive, and an option to
customize your own dimensions. The Letter size is also preferably used for rubrics, and
other documents, such as letters, agreements, contracts, etc.



Rubric Sizes for Apple Pages

Like Microsoft Word, the default paper size for Apple Pages is US Letter at 8.5 inches wide
× 11 inches high. This paper size is utilized by Apple users on almost all documents,
including rubrics.



Rubric Sizes for Google Docs

Like the two word-processing software above, Google Docs also shares the same default
paper size of Letter at 8.5 inches wide × 11 inches high, however, Google Docs is more
user-friendly and efficient to use, especially in documents like rubrics. Google Docs offers
simultaneous use of document pages so it is easier for multiple graders to use the rubric at
once.



Rubric Sizes FAQs

Why are we using 4-point rubrics?

The 4-point rubric is the standard grading scale used in most types and kinds of rubrics, and
using this is an efficient way to come up with an informed assessment.

How to reduce the size of a rubric?

There are two options to reduce the size of a rubric: the first is to change the paper size
depending on your software platform used; the second is to reduce the dimension of the
matrix you are using.

What are the parameters of a rubric?

Rubrics have different parameters depending on the purpose of use and users, but the
three common parameters are criteria, rating scale, and performance indicators.

How do you calculate points on a rubric?

To calculate the points on a rubric you have to get the percentage count, or in other cases,
the average of the scores.

What is a rubric in math?

In Math, rubrics is an assessment tool to meet certain standards or expectation for a
problem-solving problem, Math activities, and any other situation that needs to be
assessed.

How are rubric grades calculated?

The rubric grades are calculated by adding and getting the sum of all the criteria points, and
then deciding if the sum is in what level of performance or point scale.



Why do you need a rubric matrix?

A rubric matrix is an easy visual presentation of all criteria in a rubric so it makes the use
efficient and easy.

What are the basic steps in developing rubrics?

The basic steps in developing a rubric are deciding its purpose, writing the criteria, choosing
the point scale, and plotting them on a matrix.

How are rubrics measured?

Rubrics are measured through point-scale and level of performance.

What do you measure for a rubric score?

To measure a rubric score, all that you have to do is get the sum of all the criteria points and
then measure the level of performance.

How do you make a marking rubric?

A marking rubric is commonly used to grade school activities and other academic
deliverables, and to make one you must first decide the purpose, the process, making the
criteria, and then plot them on a matrix.

What is the purpose of a rubric sheet?

A rubric sheet is a physical copy of the rubric, this sheet will make assessment easier,
faster, and better.

What are the rubrics in Blackboard?

Rubrics in Blackboard consists of rows and columns that contain criteria and levels of
achievement.



How many dimensions should a Rubric have?

The dimensions of a rubric follow the standard size of either a Letter at 8.5 inches wide × 11
inches high or an A4 at 8.3 inches wide × 11.7 high.

What is the rubric format?

A rubric is often presented in a matrix format or in a graph or table, these formats make
scoring and grading a lot easier, faster, and better.

Where can you make a rubric?

Rubrics can be made using word processors, design software, digital template makers,
online document generators, and special rubric-making applications.

Is a rubric helpful?

Yes, rubrics are helpful because it makes grading more efficient and help make informed
assessments.


